FRENCH INDO-CHINA
iiidefatigably set about to conquer. In 1933 the consumption of foreign
tobacco was forbidden, and three local factories set up. Pasquier aimed
in this way to favour the local tobacco growers and to create a new
Industry, as well as new revenues, for the fisc. It is too early as yet to
predict the results, but his experiment has aroused considerable
interest in Indo-Chinese tobacco, as well as angry protests from Algeria,
of whose product Indo-CMna was formerly a good client.
This crop is unique in that it is exclusively cultivated by the Chinese
in a limited area along the Gulf of Siam. It is entirely exported to France,
where it demands high protection, despite competition there with the
superior Malabar product from French Mah6, not to mention other
foreign rivals. Paris has subjected Indo-Chinese pepper to alternating
regimes of free trade and protection, with varying success and with
much agitation in the colony. France accuses Indo-Chinese planters
of not trying to conquer other markets, of demanding a protection
harms the budget, and of too poor a quality to justify so high a
price. The planters, in turn, point to a retrogression in their crops
due to Flam's refasal to give them the privileged position they require.
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